and Mary are not figural typesi they are carefully constructed, believable voices who make clear arguments.
The lives and works of the Rossettis and Kearys chart the development of female homoeroticism in religious milieux as the nineteenth century progressed. As women, poets, and queer virgins, the relationships Christina Rossetti and Eliza Keary enjoyed with their siblings show a same-sex desire in female friendship that could be contained among biological sisters as well as Victorian nuns.
From Christina to Maria
In theorizing a 'lesbian' Rossetti, 'Goblin Market' immediately comes to mind. It has been canonized as both a major Victorian poem and a crucial work for understanding nineteenth-century femininity. While much biography has pursued Rossetti's private life, few studies take Christina's own sister into consideration. Maria Francesca Rossetti has been forgotten. Even those critics and biographers who explore the possibility of incest in the Rossetti family have focused upon Christina's relationships with her brothers. The deep relationship between Christina and Maria has either been assumed to lack eroticism -expurgating female-female desire from the spectrum of relationships -or is, conversely, presumed to be part of that long continuum of female friendship that blurs all categories of female intimacy, from the maternal to the sexual.
Maria became an outer sister of the Society of All Saints in February 1860. After making her final profession in 1875, she died the following year. To ignore the presence of this religious figure within Christina's world is reductive in the study of her theology and poetics. Like their father and Christina herself, Maria was influenced by Dante, although her interests focused more upon the spiritual orientation of the medieval writer than on his poetics. In 1871 she published A Shadow of Dante: Being an Essay Towards Studying Himself, His World, and His Pilgrimage. Maria dedicated this work to 'The Reverend Mother, with most true love and gratitude'. Biological and spiritual female relationships -metaphors of mother and sister -are evident throughout the works of both Maria and Christina.
Maria was well-read in scholars of the early Church, for her study discusses Jerome and Aquinas. Her theology in Shadow of Dante is similar to that found in Christina's writings. The sister comments on Lady Philosophy, the female figure of Wisdom, in the Inferno. As Christina does, Maria juxtaposes the two types of religious life. 'Leah is the symbol of the Active Lifei Rachel of the contemplative, which is more perfect' (M. Rossetti, 181). Maria extols the spirituality of single women. As a reader of Dante, she was familiar with the various religious figures who appear in his works, such as Gregory the Great and Benedict. In Shadow of Dante, Maria praises the great medieval patroness Mathilda of Tuscany. Her
